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<td>NTS</td>
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<tr>
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1. Summary

Mobility issues are increasingly important in today’s fast-growing urban centres all over the world, but particularly in the European Union where 75% of inhabitants live in urban areas. At the same time the offer of mobility services is continuously increasing as well as people demand on complete, more reliable, real time and easy to use travel information.

The cities have thus 4 main objectives in terms of mobility policy:

- **Ease the move of persons and goods, and answer to the citizens’ demand on reliable and easy to use travel information**
- **Ensure accessibility of the towns and their economic development**
- **Reduce environmental and socio-economical impacts of transport**
- **Re-conquer public space form private car use to eco-friendly modes and urban planning**

Although the investments made in new transport infrastructures were massive in the past decades all over Europe, the impacts on these objectives and challenges are still limited: in 10 years, the modal share of private car use in most of European conurbation has slowly decreased. That’s why, complementary of the building of new infrastructures that are more and more complex to implement, solutions based on new tools connecting the different networks and optimizing the transport systems as a whole, - such as Multi / inter-modal information services and systems - are promising tools to address the urban mobility policy objectives. Multimodal information thus means information on all modes of transport (car, public transport, railway information, bike, bike or car sharing services, car pooling ...) allowing the users any combination of modes to go from A to B.

In that perspective, multimodal traveller information has an important role to play and is an incentive to the users to change their mobility routines (from exclusive use of car to non exclusive use). Some studies have estimated the potential of multimodal information on modal shift around 5%.

The main factor for understanding key issues in multimodal information service deployment is the absence of autonomous **business models that are most often today not viable without public support, as the users often consider the information as granted for free.**
In this context, the experts group proposes some recommendations which most important are the following:

1. Role of public and private sectors:
   - The public sector shall carry out multimodal information service when there is no autonomous economic/ business model. This can be performed directly by public authorities or by the private sector through public procurements.
   - The private sector shall carry out services when there are viable autonomous / business models. To encourage such services, public data or services could be made available. This availability of data should be conditioned to the coherence of the data use with the public policy on mobility;

2. Availability of data and/or information for each mode of transport and mobility services:
   - Setting up of multimodal data set for each European cities, controlled by the public sector: Following the above positioning of the public and private stakeholders role, the expert group estimates that the urban public authorities should take in charge for their urban area the setting up of a multimodal data set, gathering the various sources of data. This multimodal data set could then, be made available to private stakeholders, either through Open Services, or Open Data, depending on each European cities policy on information provision, allowing a fair competition between service providers, that should be able to plug their software on any urban multimodal data set and provide services to the users.
   - Availability of local rail data: The experts group recommends an affordable - as traveller information businesses are thin - and transparent access to local rail timetable and real time information databases.
   - Availability of public data: Since multimodal traveller information is a tool for public policy to support public interest, the expert groups recommends that availability of data or services should be made under the condition that the services based on the data/services provided shall be consistent with the modal shift policy
   - Lack of data, quality of data and information services: The experts group recommends increasing the quantity and quality of mobility data, through the deployment of monitoring devices and systems and the labelling of the quality of the data or services.

3. Market the modal shift and traveller information services: Multimodal information is also about changing people’s habit and travel behaviour. Travellers must not and can not be ‘forced’ into public transportation. The choice to use multimodal information must be based on pragmatic and practical grounds to guarantee longevity in the modal shift. A specific focus should be made on the marketing of these
services and the advertising about modal shift, to get the full potential of MMI services on modal shift.

4. Harmonisation and continuity of services
   - The experts group recommends to foster cooperation between the private cars actors (car manufacturers, navigation services providers) and soft modes actors (public transport and bike services operators) to develop multimodal information service that addresses user needs (continuity of services) and mobility policy objectives (modal shift).
   - To allow easy exchange of information and decrease the software cost for multimodal information service, the experts group recommends that the use of existing standards for new multimodal information services should be mandatory and to standardised the data for the new mobility services (car sharing, car pooling, free bike services, ...etc).
2. Introduction

Nowadays, there are a number of challenges lying ahead of the transport system. The idea of a Single European Transport Area, promoted by White Paper for Transport 2011, sets the goals to be achieved by 2050. The transportation has to become more competitive and resource efficient within this time horizon.

The **goals for urban transport**, in this respect, are to promote the use of cleaner cars and cleaner fuels. The need is also to reduce the number of fatalities. Yet another challenge is that the amount of traffic in Europe’s urban areas has been increasing inexorably during last decades. The task of people involved in urban traffic management is to best allocate the scarce resources of road and kerbside space to potentially competing transport modes, within a network that has finite capacity.

Smart technologies and **Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS)**, in particular, have a role to play in achieving the aforementioned goals. ITS can significantly contribute to a cleaner, safer and more efficient transport system, especially in urban areas. The ITS Directive (2010/40/EU) gives the legal framework in order to accelerate the coordinated deployment of innovative transport technologies across Europe. It aims to establish interoperable and seamless ITS services while leaving Member States the freedom to decide which specific systems to invest in.

Two recent European Action Plans include complementary actions on the issue of ITS for urban areas:

- The **ITS Action Plan** (2008) foresees the set-up of a specific ITS collaboration platform to promote ITS initiatives in the area of urban mobility.
- The **Action Plan on Urban Mobility** (2009) foresees that the Commission will offer assistance on ITS applications for urban mobility, possibly in form of a guidance document, to complement the ITS Action Plan.

Resulting from these provisions, the **Expert Group "ITS for Urban areas"** has been set up in December 2010 for 24 months, in order to support the European Commission in its work concerning the aforementioned Action Plans. The Expert Group was multi-modal in its focus, broad in nature and covered the urban region taking into account the interfaces between the urban and inter-urban mobility. Both passenger and freight issues were considered and a dialogue between public and private stakeholders encouraged.

The tasks of the Expert Group have been three-fold: to provide guidance on ITS deployment in urban areas, collect best practices on successful deployment and identify a possible need of standardisation. The group had to develop specific **Guidelines** to promote and show the benefits of the use of ITS in urban areas along the individual travellers' mobility chain. The Guidelines despite the fact that they do not have mandatory character have the aim to foster interoperability and continuity of services within Europe.
The Guidelines target the organisations in charge of decision making and technical deployment of ITS on local level. For each key application of urban ITS a separate document has been issued:

- Traffic and Travel Information
- Smart Ticketing
- Traffic Management and Urban Logistics
3. Stakes and public policy in european urban areas

Mobility issues are increasingly important in today’s fast-growing urban centres all over the world, but particularly in the European Union where 75% of inhabitants live in urban areas. The 21st century is indeed the century of cities, where we also find the bulk of economic development and innovation potential. All major urban areas do not escape this basic trend; there are important local mobility issues, especially in relation to:

- **accessibility**: every day, thousands of private cars enter European conurbation, around 50% of daily trips are made by car and certain public transport lines are saturated while covering longer distances due to urban sprawl and the momentum behind dynamic cities;
- **the environment**: transport generates 30% of CO$_2$ and micro particles emissions, of which 95% come from cars and lorries, creating real problems in terms of public health, noise and road safety;
- **quality of life in urban centres**, with a need for modal shift from private cars to public transport and eco-friendly modes; in a lot of cities, around 60% of car journeys cover distances of less than 3 km, so there is room for “improvements”.
- **public space management**: all these stakes must be managed on a limited public space that has to be shared among the different transport modes (soft modes such as walking and cycling, public transport, private car, urban freight) and other uses (shops, leisure and urban facililites)
- **citizen information on all mobility services, about the usual and real time travel conditions, in their cities**: Information is nowadays an important mean to foster behaviour changes towards more sustainable travel habits, while the offer of mobility services is continuously increasing as well as people demand on complete, more reliable, real time and easy to use travel information.

After half a century of massive investments in transport infrastructures, to ensure urban and economic development, connecting the networks has become a priority. This was introduced in transport public policies through the concepts of intermodality, multimodality, co-modality.

The information and communication technologies applied in the transport fields have allowed in the 1990s the deployment of networks management systems and afterwards the first traveller information systems.

At the same time, environmental and financial constraints have hugely limited the capability to build new infrastructures. A new logic, based on a service approach and the information and communication technologies, optimising the use of the existing infrastructures, has emerged to address the increasing mobility demand.

On the technological and business model fields, two major developments have (and will still) considerably influenced mobility policies and the role of public and private stakeholders:
The free access of the GPS signal with the associated booming of digital maps services,

The boom of smartphone (and so the mobile internet) dissemination, associating GSM and GPS technologies (+41% growth in 2010 in Europe, source: ComScore), available for everyone at a very reasonable price today,

The developments of these personalised digital applications on the internet and on smartphones have greatly reduced the costs of delivering multimodal information to the potential users and increased the chance of reaping the benefits that multimodal information can have on the modal shift.

In this context, European cities have to face a particularly complex challenge:

- **Ease the move of persons and goods, answer to the increasing citizens demand on reliable and easy to use travel information**
- **Ensure accessibility of the towns and their economic development**
- **Reduce environmental and socio-economical impacts of transport (pollution, noise, loss of time in traffic jams, accidents)**
- **Re-conquer public space from private car use to eco-friendly modes and urban planning**

Although the investments made all over Europe in new transport infrastructures were massive in the past decades, the impacts on these objectives and challenges are still limited: in 10 years, the modal share of car use in most of European conurbation will have slowly decreased.

That’s why, complementary to the building of new infrastructures that are more and more complex to implement, solutions based on new tools connecting the different networks and optimising the transport systems as a whole, - such as multi- / inter-modal information services and systems - are promising tools to address the urban mobility policy objectives.
4. Benefits and impacts of Multimodal Travel Information

Intelligent Transport Systems and services (ITS) - and in particular multimodal information services based on ITS - are a means of addressing these objectives, since they help to optimise existing infrastructures, in terms of space and time, and to build new services to enhance quality of life and to allow private vehicles to be used more wisely.

The following lines describe the impacts of Multimodal Travel Information on the different objectives identified in section 2.

Modal shift mainly deals with individuals’ routines and habits. In that perspective, the traveller information is key and multimodal information is an incentive to the users to change their mobility routines (from exclusive use of car to non-exclusive use), and ensure them that it is feasible and reliable. Multimodal information is thus a technical word meaning information on all modes of transport (car, public transport, railway information, bike, bike or car sharing services, car pooling, ...) allowing the users any combination of modes to go from A to B. Supporting increased modal shift requires good quality pre-trip and multimodal traveller information to allow more efficient pre-trip routing decisions and/or departure times, thus increasing network efficiency.

- **Ease the move of persons and goods, answer to the increasing citizens’ demand on reliable and easy to use travel information**

  Multimodal Traveler Information Services in urban areas provides the traveler with comprehensive travel information for all modes allowing for well-informed travel decisions (pre-trip information) as well as information during the journey (on-trip), wherever the traveler is, whenever the information is asked for.

  Multi-modal travel information essentially aims to utilize existing transportation modes in the most efficient way possible by informing travelers about the variety of travel choices available and by combining them in the most efficient way. Clearly the potential of multimodal information is very high, as it implicitly increases the efficiency of public and soft modes transportation and the road networks as the travelers are informed which modality is best to use at a certain time.

- **Ensure accessibility of the towns and their economic development**

  Modal shift is encouraged through governmental policies to slow down congestion increases on the road networks. As (road) mobility is expected to increase in the coming decades, in combination with ageing infrastructure, goals are set to reduce congestion on road networks through better occupation of public transportation facilities and use of soft modes. Multimodal information is considered an important development and factor for increasing the modal shift, especially since the growth of highly personalised information and transportation services through the internet and smartphones.
Some studies have analysed the impact and the potential of multimodal information on modal shift. Different works has thus found that reliable multimodal / intermodal information (on smartphones or other medias) could lead to a significant (around 5% in some cases, sometimes higher) modal shift in terms of numbers of daily travels.

- **Reduce environmental and socio-economical impacts of transport**

Transportation in congested city centres account for around 30% of CO₂ emissions, plus noise disturbance and road safety problems. In the last decades, policies have focused on limiting car access to city centres and deploying public transportation infrastructures. The implementation of multimodal information is the next main achievement to persist in the development of these policies. Regulations that impose a limit to CO₂ emissions in cities mean that every emission reduction is a welcome one.

Increased use of public transportation and soft modes has shown improvements in air quality as traffic congestion is reduced. Improved air quality increases the liveability in cities and ensures a better standard of life in densely populated areas. Multimodal information contributes to an increased share of public transportation and soft modes in the modal split, allowing more travellers to choose for a cleaner way of travelling to or through city centres.

Thus Lyon conurbation (1.5 million inhabitants) has identified the different costs of measures to reduce CO₂ emissions. Taking into account that 1% of modal shift from car to bike and public transport accounts for 24 000 tons of CO₂/year, the ratio cost of the different actions to reduce CO₂ emission are the following:

- Multimodal information: 10 Euros / t CO₂ saved
- Thermal Isolation of buildings: 50 Euros / t CO₂ saved
- Car pooling: 100 Euros / t CO₂ saved
- 400 km of new bike lanes: 400 Euros / t CO₂ saved
- New tram lane: 17 000 Euros / t CO₂ saved,

These costs are to be also compared to the current price - around 20 € - of CO₂ tons on the CO₂ market.

- **Re-conquer public space from private car use to eco-friendly modes and urban planning**

Reduction of road congestion allows for a reduction of public space allocated to road transport, for new public transportation infrastructure, bike lanes, pedestrian and urban projects. Multimodal information by fostering modal shift and ensuring that the change of mobility habits is feasible, reliable and safe, allows the reallocation of public space from car to eco-friendly modes and urban projects.

In synthesis, the following table illustrates the potential benefits of Multimodal Information Services. This is not an exhaustive list of multimodal information benefits, but it is designed to give an understanding of the potential of these services against the urban mobility policy objectives.
## Impact of multimodal information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact</th>
<th>Level of impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ease the move of persons and goods (changing mobility routines, altering decision to travel and departure times, more effective routing decisions, ...)</td>
<td>Very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensure accessibility of the towns and their economic development (increased mode share of public transport and bike)</td>
<td>Very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce environmental and socio-economical impacts of transport (reduced congestion)</td>
<td>Rather high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-conquer public space from private car use to eco-friendly modes and urban planning</td>
<td>Rather high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Answer to the increasing citizens demand on reliable and easy to use travel information</td>
<td>Very high</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Introduction of organisational models for Travel Information

5.1. The traveller information chain

Basically, traveller information services need many data sources of good quality and deal with long information and business chains involving many actors, as described in the following diagram:

*Information and value chains for traffic information services (refer also to EasyWay guidelines)*

In multimodal information services, the service is provided by combining different information chains for each transport mode which is making it even more complex.
Thus multimodal information services include different type of actors:

- **Content Providers**, who are in charge of the collection of the raw data through monitoring means. They are mainly public stakeholders, or actors acting on behalf a public procurement. New private actors using FCD (floating car data) have become a major content provider for road traffic management, although data quality has to be checked in urban environment. The monitoring part of the information chain is the most important one in terms of quality of service, and the most costly one.

- **Service Operators** in charge of processing the raw data, uses data from the content provider, which is refined and used to generate information. They are usually private entities that work under the frame of public contracts for public bodies, due to the fact that there are no real autonomous (i.e. without public funding) business models today for travel information services, or very thin.

- **The Network Operator** is the actor who provides the communication channels needed to deliver the information to the end user and to suitably interconnect the actors involved.

- **The Service Provider** is the institution who provides the direct interface to the end user with the purpose to provide services including traffic information. The services operators are mainly public (mobility manager and information service providers) with some private actors (information services providers), as today business model are very thin for travel information services.

- **The End User** is the customer of the service provider, although the current willingness to pay for travel information is today very low.

The role of information as defined is to:

(i) make the individual aware of travel modal options;

(ii) empower the individual to make fully informed choices;

(iii) assist the individual to successfully undertake and complete the journey.
5.2. **ITS, aid to a comprehensive approach to Travel Information**

The deployment of Multimodal Information Services (MIS) based on ITS requires innovative approaches that are guided by the users and by the possibilities that technology has to offer, particularly mobile internet and satellite-based location systems which are now widely accessible via smart phones at prices which have decreased considerably.

Such approaches need to ignore barriers between the different modes, which tend to be handled somewhat individually. European conurbations intend so to develop a comprehensive approach focusing on the user, to address his needs and the modal shift policy, as this is the only way to guarantee the overall efficiency of our transport ecosystem. Every citizen is in turn a pedestrian, cyclist, driver or passenger on public transport. Modal shift is not achieved by decree. **A pragmatic approach is to build alternatives to make modal shift credible. This is the best way to encourage citizens to change to more sustainable mobility habits.** There are many ways to do this and **ITS should certainly be strengthened and adapted to the particularly complex characteristics of urban mobility.**

Today, nobody doubts the effectiveness of ITS tools for tackling urban mobility issues. They turn data into information upon which a large number of innovative services to users rely.

They raise questions about the place of public and private actors and how they can complement one another.

**Two issues are today at the heart of successful Multimodal Information Services deployment:**

- the **fragmentation of stakeholders** and corresponding responsibilities;
- the **autonomy of business models** that, in many cases nowadays, are not viable without public support, as the users often consider the information for granted and free of charge.
5.3. **Public and private actors, mobility and economic development policy: a proposal of a win-win approach to ITS**

The following lines propose a strategy based on an approach which positions public and private actors on the one hand and, on the other hand, the agglomeration’s users.

We are clearly moving from implementation by public authorities to partnerships sought with the private sector and the involvement of service users, taking the most benefit of each group of actors:

- the public sector and the relevant stakeholders in charge of the public interests (especially in terms of PT and road infrastructure)
- the private sector with its high technological capacity
- the users, who assess the services, can take part in (through social networks), and pay for the services either through the taxes or directly to a private service provider
In practical terms, this strategy has 3 axes:

- **Services carried out by the public sector** (directly or not), when there is no autonomous economic / business model. In this case, the public sector conducts the development and operation of ITS-based services: information on traffic, free bike services, public transport, pedestrians etc. via the mass media: internet and radio; This can be performed directly by public authorities or by the private sector through public procurements.

- **Services carried out by the private sector** when there are autonomous / business models that are viable. To encourage such services, public data or services could be made available. This availability of data should be conditioned to the coherence of the data use with the public policy on mobility; this is a cooperation scheme between public and private stakeholders.

- **A proactive policy of collaborative innovation**. Innovation and the building of future services require the implementation of collaborative projects bringing together public and private actors and users, with each party contributing its expertise in order to study and test new mobility services. It is also in this context that new Web 2.0 approaches are developed, to move on from logics of producing services for users to one of co-producing services with users. This is a cooperation scheme between users, public and private stakeholders.

5.4. **ITS: Turning data into information, generating the development of a digital economy for mobility**

While the public sector cannot handle everything directly; it does not mean that it can abandon public policy to the private sector, as it is not their role. So, **making information available can encourage the development of innovative services that are sustainable and economically autonomous**, providing citizens rapidly with mobility services at reasonable prices. Business opportunities can emerge from the availability of public data on mobility, traffic and transport. In this context, the private sector can contribute substantially to
urban mobility, using public data. But the issue here is the appropriateness of such services to public urban mobility policy, and data can be made available only with the associated guarantees; the individual behaviour does not necessarily contribute to common benefit, as we can see from the transport situation in cities every day with the intensive and exclusive use of private cars.

Besides, the field of ITS is an important one for economic development and innovation. In an age when the car is being reinvented (from owned cars to “service” cars), the economy’s actors search for new economic models combining different transport modes, with ITS as a logistics and technical aid. The public sector cannot ignore this work. On the contrary, it must take its place by encouraging the deployment of ITS.
6. The pre-condition for Multimodal Information Services: an urban multimodal data set controlled by the public sector

According to the above lines in chapter 4, the basic prerequisite for multimodal information services is the setting up of a multimodal database that shall gather all information about urban mobility.

This multimodal dataset is at the core of any multimodal traveller information service. It is designed to separate the data part from the application part, and ensured a fair competition between service providers, that should be able to plug their software on any urban multimodal data set to provide services to the users, in a plug and play logic.

Due to the prominent role of public stakeholders in the field of mobility and the necessary control of mobility strategies by urban public authorities, the harmonization and integration of all urban mobility information in the multimodal dataset shall be managed by a public body as a service to the citizens by:

- fostering the development of high quality information services while ensuring a fair competition among private information services providers
- ensuring the consistency between the services provided with the transport public policy

Content and organisation of multimodal dataset

The information for the multimodal traveller information service is often distributed among many stakeholders. These stakeholders should joint their efforts, under the umbrella of a public body in charge of the data integration and harmonisation or interconnection of existing information, as follows:

- The public decision makers in a city or region shall lead the project. They provide political and financial support and promote the project results. They are in charge of the overall mobility management, gain guidance for their citizens and better accessibility of the city.
- The administration of the city or town or the region has valuable information for the work: Traffic departments have online data from traffic detectors and from the traffic control centre. Information, base data and experience on traffic and mobility is widely available, often a traffic model is already established and can be used as a basis for the work. Multimodal traveller information can provide the traffic department with a new means of traffic control and with comprehensive harmonised traffic and mobility data as a side effect. The geographic and planning departments normally have addresses and local POI-data, detailed and up to date road maps including the connections for non-motorised traffic and base data for the background maps as well as aerial photos. The harmonised traffic and mobility data produced as a side effect of multimodal traveller information is a valuable basis for city planning. The multimodal traveller information can be used to enhance the online city maps. The road administration should provide detailed information on road
construction and use the historic traveller information data for the planning of the construction site layout and course of events so congestions can be avoided.

- **Public transport operators or associations can provide harmonised PT information** to the urban data set such as timetables, digital PT maps and real time information. Multimodal traveller information will inform car drivers about PT alternatives and attract more costumers to public transport.

- **The national rail operators are often reluctant to share their timetable and real time data with stakeholders that provide multimodal traveller information.** The technical specifications for interoperability (TSI), as adopted by the EC in May 2011, make sure that timetable information is provided. The provision of real time data information will hopefully be regulated in the near future, as local trains are an important element of urban mobility.

- **Road operators – either public or private (motorway operators) – can provide detailed road maps and real time information** such as traffic volume, speed, messages from variable message signs and weather information. By cooperation with the multimodal content provider, road operators can gain a wider view of the traffic situation around their networks and provide their customers with comprehensive traffic information.

- **Police (in some cities) provide up to date traffic messages on accidents, congestions and traffic incidents.** The police can benefit from harmonised information of the traffic situation.

- **Public buses and other public services can provide floating vehicle data** to broaden the basis for the harmonised traffic status. The bus operators and the public services will also benefit from harmonised information.

In addition to traffic information from public stakeholders, **data from private organisations should also be included:**

- **Floating vehicle data** is available from many sources and can be a valuable basis to determine the current traffic situation. Radio taxis, buses and managed fleets often collect the position of their vehicles already. These data should be acquired for the purpose of multimodal traveller information.

- **Navigations system** vendors more and more establish a back channel in their devices and so have floating vehicle data for most of Europe on hand. Background map layers are also available.

- **Broadcasters edit traffic messages** for spoken radio information and often disseminate this information via digital channels as well (RDS-TMC, DAB-TPEG).

- **Other information such as POI,** coming from both public or private stakeholders could also enrich the content of the information and services.
The data from private corporations can be bought according to regular procurement procedures. If these corporations produce data under the frame of a contract with a public body, then the data should be made available for free to the public body, with full right of reuse.

A major success factor for the harmonisation and integration of multimodal traveller information is a multimodal location referencing system. Common navigation system maps provide good coverage of the road network for car traffic. They are generally incomplete for non-motorised traffic. The public transport networks are mostly not integrated in these maps at all. Thus a coordinated effort must be made to set up a digital network graph that is up-to-date and can be used as a basis for the location referencing of multimodal traffic information. All subsystems should use this multimodal network graph for location referencing. Functions for the mapping of external reference systems such as TMC-Location, addresses and so on should be part of the location referencing system.

Legal frame of multimodal information services

The legal regulations of most relevance for organising multimodal traveller information are specific national laws based on the Directive (PSI) 2003/98/EC on the re-use of Public Sector Information.

The PSI Directive is a general framework for the conditions governing re-use of public sector documents in order to ensure fair, proportionate and non-discriminatory conditions for the re-use of such information. National legislations based on this Directive are not totally consistent. The specification concerning the EU-wide multimodal travel information services will be presented before the end of 2014.

In general the following rules apply:

- Exchange of information between private stakeholders is not affected by this legislation.
- Information can be exchanged freely between public bodies fulfilling their public duties.
- Information from private corporations can be procured according to applicable norms.
- Information from public bodies can only be reused by private organisations, according to the rules on non-discrimination in this legislation.

The provision of the multimodal dataset to private service providers must follow the non-discrimination rules of the PSI Directive and its national legal implementation. It is highly recommended that this provision should be conditioned to provision of services consistent with the mobility public policy. This aspect should be included in the current revision process of the PSI directive.

The EC Directive 2007/2/EC (INSPIRE) requires that public authorities collect and publish geographical information on the transport network. This digital network graph can be enhanced to be useful as location referencing system for multimodal traveller information.
The objective of the ITS Directive is to ensure the coordinated and coherent deployment of interoperable Intelligent Transport Systems throughout the Union. It gives the basis and the legal framework for the development of a traveller information service at European, national and local levels. To ensure a coordinated and effective deployment of ITS within the Union as a whole, specifications, including, where appropriate, standards, defining further detailed provisions and procedures will be introduced.

As every piece of information is based on many data providers, a scheme for the redistribution of the earnings must be established. As most of the data is produced by public organisations serving the public interest, it should be considered to use the revenues only for the acquisition of non-public data and the costs for the harmonisation and integration of the content, as well as for the delivery of the information in real time.

Another way of working is the provision to the private sector of information services via open interfaces, to ensure fair competition between transport operators while providing routine advice and route planner services.
7. Recommendations to deploy Multimodal Information Services successfully

Thus, the European experts group on urban mobility has identified key points for successful implementation of Multimodal Information Services:

- **Availability** of data and/or information for each mode of transport and mobility solution
- **Marketing** aspects of traveller information services
- **Harmonisation** and continuity of services

For each of these points, the urban mobility experts group has identified several short and medium terms issues to be addressed in order to allow the use of the full potential of ITS in the field of multimodal information. For some of them the expert groups provide recommendation to the decision makers.

7.1. Availability of data and/or information

The following recommendations are made by the experts group:

- **Setting up of multimodal data set for each European city or region, controlled by the public sector**
  
  Following chapter 4 about the wise positioning of the public and private stakeholders, and description provided in chapter 5 the expert group proposes that the **urban public authorities set up a multimodal data set for their urban area**, gathering the various sources of data.
  
  This multimodal data set could then be made available to private stakeholders, either through Open Services or Open Data, depending on each European city’s policy on information provision.

- **Availability of rail data:**
  
  Availability of rail information (timetable and real time information) is a key as local trains are one of the most efficient modes in terms of costs and time for the travellers to access and leave the European cities.

  The expert group recommends **an affordable and transparent access to local rail timetable and real time information database**. If no fair arrangements could be found, MS or EC shall take the lead to support such an approach and speed up the process for the next phase of TAP TSI work.

- **Availability of public data**

  Since multimodal traveller information is provided for the sake of public interest, the expert groups recommends that **availability of data or services should be made under the condition that the services based on the data/services provided shall be consistent with the modal shift policy** and of course used only for
the agreed services. There should be a distinction between the availability of PT data and traffic data. Available real time data must be distributed and used in routing recommendations taking into account local or regional conditions concerning networks and services.

Thus, some basic rules should be imposed on the service providers using the data, such as:

- The comparison of the modes must be fair. Realistic travel times from door to door (including parking) must be given for all modes of transport. Environmental impact has to be taken into account. In general the precondition of provision of public data to private parties should be that the use of these public data should not go against the objectives of transport public policy.
- Through traffic must be guided, residential areas should be avoided; the regional routing recommendations for through traffic must be followed.
- Traffic management regulations and recommendations for example for the access to events (sports, concerts, etc.) must be followed.
- Available real time data must be distributed and used in routing recommendations, taking into account local or regional conditions concerning networks and services.

- **Lack of data, quality of data and information services:**

  Multimodal travel information is believed to have a greater effect in future when additional data is made available. Information about the return journey, comfort, environmental aspects and costs comparisons of various options are believed to contribute to multimodal travel information popularity. At the same time the demand for quality is high and the general belief for a successful implementation of multimodal information is to ‘do it well or don’t do it at all’. The credibility of the information has to be guaranteed. Historical database (as most of urban moves are regular), real time database should be set up to allow emergence of traveller information services based on statistic for mobility advice and real time information service.
o The expert group recommends EC to **include in European projects specific supports for data monitoring in urban areas, for real time and historical data**. A specific urban mobility deployment project could frame this approach, as done in the MIP on the TERN with EasyWay (an urban EasyWay program).

o The experts group recommends to **set up at national and European level quality requirements for incoming as well as outgoing data and for information services** (e.g. through a label)

7.2. **Marketing aspects of Multimodal Information Services**

- **Market the modal shift and traveller information services**

  Multimodal information is also about changing people’s habits and travel behaviour. Travellers must not (and cannot) be ‘forced’ into public transportation by tactics that are clearly meant to seduce them with distorted information. The choice to use multimodal information must be based on pragmatic ground to guarantee longevity in the modal shift. If the prerequisite is high quality and reliable information service, nevertheless, a specific focus should be made on the marketing of these services and the advertising about modal shift, to get the full potential of MMI services on modal shift and the reduction of CO2, noise and accidents.

To foster Modal shift, people must be aware that different transport modes options are available, and get easily access to the cost and travel times of the different options before they make their decision.

- **Assess the impact of multimodal information services on mobility behaviours**

  Evaluation of the impact of MIS services on travel behaviour is today an important issue for decision makers. Modal shift is a common policy objective in European cities and MIS services a tool for it. Nevertheless, the knowledge on the impact of these services on individual behaviour is still fragmented and not available on a large scale.
The experts group recommends **inclusion of evaluation of impacts on individual behaviours in each multimodal information service**. EC could also make mandatory in each European project on multimodal information services a work package on impacts on individual behaviour and on cost benefit ratios of multimodal information service. A European study could also gather the available studies and disseminate ratios on impacts and cost benefit.

- **Understanding of travel behaviour and mobility trends**

Understanding current travel behaviour and recent trends from a cross-European perspective is an important requirement. Local and National Travel Survey (NTS) data that could give significant insight on travel behaviour and MMI are quite sparse.

The experts group recommends **the development at a National and European scale experiments of the use of smartphone data to get annual urban mobility surveys** (origin/destination matrix, mode used, etc.)

- **7.3. Harmonisation and continuity of services**

- **Continuity of information services, between cars and the other modes and also between European cities** is still a challenge.

From the end user perspective, the intermodal approach is the only one to provide useful and efficient travel information service (complete route guidance from A to B whatever the mode, with a “seamless look”).

Today there are two main issues to address: Continuity of service between in-car information services and multimodal personal assistant (through smartphones), continuity of services between different European cities (national and European level, as 75% of Europeans live in cities).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local MIS</th>
<th>National/Regional MIS</th>
<th>European MIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Local MIS" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="National/Regional MIS" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="European MIS" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From A to B</td>
<td>From city A to city B</td>
<td>From city A to city B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Types of MIS**
The experts group recommends to foster cooperation between urban mobility stakeholders (private and public), navigation systems and services providers and car manufacturers, for setting up services that addresses user needs (continuity of services) and mobility policy objectives (modal shift).

The continuity of MIS at national an European levels, should be improved by provision of long distance data or information to service providers (refer to §6.1).

- **Standardisation:**
  There are a lot of existing standards or under development transport data standards (DATEX, NETEX, TRANSMODEL, SIRI, ...) within CEN, ETSI and ISO.

  - To allow easy exchange of information and decrease the software cost for multimodal information service, the experts group recommends that the **use of existing standards for new multimodal information services should be mandatory.**

Car sharing, car pooling, free bike services are new services that face more and more success in urban areas. Multimodal information services need to include the information provided by these new services, in order to propose to the users a complete set of mobility solutions.

  - To allow easy exchange of information and decrease the software cost for multimodal information service, the experts group recommends to **standardise the data for the new mobility services** (Car sharing, car pooling, free bike services, ...etc).

  - To allow easy exchange of information and decrease the software cost for multimodal information service, the experts group recommends to standardised the data for the new mobility services (Car sharing, car pooling, free bike services, ...etc).
8. Further information and contacts

8.1. Best practices collected within the work of the Urban ITS Expert Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr.</th>
<th>Project name</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Dusseldorf-Dmotion</td>
<td>DE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>UK Conurbations-Traffic Management and control</td>
<td>UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Lyon-Urban Traffic Management</td>
<td>FR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Gothenburg-Motorway control system</td>
<td>SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Bristol-Environmental road pricing</td>
<td>UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Austria-GIP:Graphs Integration Platform for Austria</td>
<td>AT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Vienna Region-ITS Vienna Region</td>
<td>AT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Europe-In-Time</td>
<td>EU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Rotterdam-The Traffic Enterprise (De Verkeersonderneming)</td>
<td>NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Rotterdam-Port of Rotterdam Authority</td>
<td>NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Brabant-Avoiding the Peak in Brabant (Spitsmijden in Brabant)</td>
<td>NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>CH-TRANS 3</td>
<td>CH/DE/FR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Toulouse-Multimodal Traveller Information Centre</td>
<td>FR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Trondheim-Real Time Passenger Information and Bus Signal Priority</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>BISON – Maintenance of Information Standards Public transport in the Netherlands</td>
<td>NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Stadsregio Amsterdam + 11 PTA's: GOVI (<a href="http://www.govi.ru">www.govi.ru</a>) – Borderless Public Transport Information</td>
<td>NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>STIF / Paris Île-de-France: Infomobi: New service to PRMs: SMS or email alert/warning about elevators dysfunctions provided by the website Infomobi</td>
<td>FR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>ZTM / Warsaw: Cross-border travel planner</td>
<td>PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>ZTM / Warsaw: Voice portal (ZTM infoline) – actually in Polish only</td>
<td>PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>ZTM / Warsaw: Tickets on mobile phones in SkyCash™ and mPay systems based on specialized applications</td>
<td>PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>VBB / Berlin-Brandenburg: Integrated Realtime based Travel Information Services for Public Transport</td>
<td>DE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>EMT: Madrid WIFI on bus</td>
<td>ES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Gothenburg's Attractive Commuting Assistant</td>
<td>SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Nationwide travel card for public transport within 2 years (in planning)</td>
<td>DK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>i-Zone, Incentive Zone, Mobility Management in Enschede</td>
<td>NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Deutsche Bahn: Touch &amp; Travel (NFC Pilot)</td>
<td>DE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>Berlin: Promoting Intermodal Travel Solutions and Cycling</td>
<td>DE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>Helsinki: Mobile Travel Information for Public Transport Users</td>
<td>FI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Leicester: Traffic Information Service Database / Smart Ticketing</td>
<td>UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>Logistik-V’Info</td>
<td>DE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Project Name</td>
<td>Country(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>AKTIV</td>
<td>DE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>European cross-border travel information network «EU-Spirit»</td>
<td>EU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>Public Transport - Itcs Cologne</td>
<td>DE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>Public Transport - public transport traffic control and passenger information Leipzig</td>
<td>DE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>Public Transport - Intermodal Transport Control Systems PT-ITCS</td>
<td>DE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>RNV Start.Info (Rhein-Neckar-Verkehr)</td>
<td>DE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>Interconnection of Public Transport journey planner systems nation- and European wide (DELFÍ &amp; EU-SPRIT)</td>
<td>DE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>Networking of Intermodal passenger travel information and Realtime in Public-Transport (itcs/RBL/FIS/ABF/RBL-Light etc.)</td>
<td>DE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Interconnection of Public Transport travel information system nation- and European wide (DELFÍ &amp; EU-SPRIT)</td>
<td>DE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>Interconnection of public transport journey planner systems Nation- and European wide (DELFÍ &amp; EU-Spirit)</td>
<td>DE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>Journey Planner (EFA) Stuttgart</td>
<td>DE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>Gothenburg: ITS4Mobility, Providing real time travel information (passengers) and real time management (authorities)</td>
<td>SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>Gothenburg's Attractive Commuting Assistant</td>
<td>SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>Online Portal for transport data/content management and transportation service provision</td>
<td>GR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>SMART-WAY: Mobile public transport navigation</td>
<td>DE/IT (Torino/Dresden)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 8.2. Contact information

Jean Coldefy
Traffic and Public transport programmes coordinator, Grand Lyon / Mobilité Urbaine
Lyon, France

phone: +33 4 26 99 32 65
e-mail: jcoldefy@grandlyon.org